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Figure 1 shows a Bayesian belief network. Each
network has just two states which are written in
0,6 ãllrd 04.

variable modelled by the
lower case, node,4 having states

Fig. 1: A Bayesian belief network

The prior probabilities of the root nodes are as follows:

p(A): [0.8,0.2], p(B): [0.5.0.5], p(c): [0.5,0.5]

The conditional probability tables are as follows:
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Pearl's operating equations for probability propagation are given in a
supplementary sheet.

Calculate the z- evidence for node F after the network initialisation has occurred.

Given that C is instantiated to state c1, Ais instantiated to ø1 and D is
instantiated to d1 calculate the I evidence for node B.

Why is propagation not possible in the case where B, D and E arenot
instantiated, but .F is instantiated?

h 10.2 0.7
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Explain how a hidden node could be used to transform the above network into
one in which probability propagation can always be carried out. Re-draw the
network showing how the hidden node is connected.

It turns out that the sensor from which the instantiated values of node B are
calculated becornes stuck so that B is always in state b6. Accordingly the
network is simplified by the removal of node B. Calculate the conditional
probability matrices P(DIA) nd P(EID&C) in the simplified network.

Thefive parts carry, respectively,25Vo,20Vo, 1SVo,207o, and20Vo ofthe marks.
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2 The network defined in question I is to be transformed into a join tree for the
purpose of probability propagation.

a Draw the moral graph corresponding to the network of question 1, and indicate
and label the cliques in it.

b Ð Set up a table of the cliques showing their W .R and ,S variable sets, and
the potential function attached to each clique.

iÐ Explain what is meant by the running intersection property, and draw a join
tree of your cliques that observes the running intersection property.

c Explain briefly how the À message from a clique to its parents can be calculated
from the potential table associated with that clique. Given that F is instantiated
to /s and there are no other instantiations, find the À message from the clique
where F is in the .R variable set.

d Explain how the À message calculated in part c is used to update the parent node
of the clique from which it is sent. Calculate the updated potential table for the
pa.rent node irr this case.

e Explain, with reference to your join tree, how î messages are sent. (There is no
need to calculate the actual values for this tree and instantiation)

Thefive parts carry, respectively,207o,25Vo, 15Vo,257o, and I5Vo of the marks.
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3a Explain what is meant by the Markov blanket of a node in a Bayesian network.
For the network shown in figure I what are the Markov blankets of nodes D and
F?

b Given that, in figure 1, the nodes A, C and F are instantiated explain how a
Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) method could be used to find the
probability distributions over the uninstantiated nodes (8, D and E).

c compare and contrast the use of the MCMC methods with the join tree
algorithm for making inferences in Bayesian networks. Consider cases where the
variables are all highly dependent, and there are therefore many arcs in the
network, and those where there is little dependency between the variables, and
therefore there a¡e few arcs in the network.

d Explain briefly how the re-sampling technique called alternatively'Arcing
(adaptive resampling and combining)" or "Boosting" is used in constructing
Bayesian network classifi ers.

The four parts carry equal marks.
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4a The Mahalanobis distance is defined by the following equation:

M(Xr,Xz) :æ

where X1 and X2 are points in a rnultidimensional space and E is the covariance
matrix of a particular class.

Ð Explain with the aid of a suitable diagram why the Mahalanobis distance is
an important measure in allocating points to classes.

ii) Is it necessary to use it in cases where the covariance matrix is diagonal?

A face recognition system has a data base of fifty subjects, each stored as an
image of resolution l28by 256. The images are all packed into a large data
matrix (D) of dimension 50 by 32768, in which each row is a complete subject
image. Explain, in terms of matrix operations, how the covariance matrix (X) of
this data can be calculated.

Principal component analysis is carried out on this covariance matrix. At best,
how many eigenvectors with real non zero eigenvalues can be found from this
matrix? Explain why they are called "eigenfaces" in the context of face
recognition.

Explain how, and why, the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix are used in face
recognition.

Given a set of eigenfaces explain how an image of a real face may be
reconstructed.

The covariance matrix used above is of dimension 32768 by 32768, and
consequently calculating its eigenvectors is slow and prone to numerical errors.
Describe fully a technique for calculating the same real non-zero eigenvectors
from a much smaller matrix (50 by 50 in this case).

Thesixpartscarry,respectively, l5Vo, 157o, l5Vo, 157o, l57o,and25c/oof themarks.
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Supplementary information: Pearl's Operating Equations

Equation 1: The À message

À.(aò: Ë r"(b¿)i, n,la¡kb¿)À(c¡)
i.:r j:I

and for the case of the single parent there is a simpler matrix form:

À"(A) : À(C)P(clA)

Equation 2: The zr Message from A to C is given by:

( t if A is insrantiated for a¡
nc(o¡) : \ 0 if ,4 is instantiated but not for a¡

I P'(a¡) l),"(a¡) if A is not instantiated

Equation 3: The À evidence of node C with n. children D1, D2, ..Dn:

( t ifOisinstantiatedforc¡
À(c¡) : { 0 if C is instantiated but not for c¡

|. ll, Ào, (C¡) if C is not instantiated

Equation 4: The n' evidence of node C with two parents A and B:

tr (c¿) : D,i P (c¿la ¡ kb ¡)tr 
"(a ¡)tr "(b¡)j:I k:L

This can be written in matrix form using as follows:

n (C) : P(ClA&B)zrs(A&B)

where
r s (a¡ kb¡) : r s (a¡)r ç (bk)

Equation 5: The posterior probability of variable C:

P'("0) : a\(c¿)r(c¿)

where o is chosen to make loP'(c) : 1
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